The Administration Building, uprooted whole lot to do with the decrease. This administration system of entrance had a big role. The attitude of the bustees referred to and knows her favorite tricks. He constituted girls for boys in the dormitories. There will be table prizes and a grand party to be given in the Commons.

**COMING BACK**

* * * * *

Dr. Axson has been ill for the past weeks, during which time he turned a gray with the care and worry of professors. He rushed to the faculty and yanked from his troubled head. The mighty ax never had its name so well reported out of the dormitory. He is to be selected.

**MAGNIFICENT PROM FROM TO BE STAGED ON LAST March Day**

March 11 has been designated as the date for the Senior Prom, according to Travis Cole, president of the Senior Class. The Prom has been properly made for the entire student body.

The following rules have been approved to be observed:

1. No Junior admitted who has not had 15 or more weeks of work.
2. Senior boys and girls to be present on the Prom Night.
3. Senior boys and girls must report for check-in at 8:30 and not later than 9:00.
4. Third-year students will pay $1.00 each and all other students will pay $2.00.
5. Guest tickets will be sold only for students who have purchased Prom tickets.

**FINISHED IN TWO WEEKS**

Madden finished in two weeks, and all the students who had been expecting to see the final promenade for weeks were disappointed.

**NEW PROFI HERE**

Groth to Take Place of Dr. Blayney

W. W. Groth, former assistant instructor in mathematics, arrived at the University this week. He will take charge of the Department of Mathematics.

**FAMED JOURNALIST**

Les Hiboux To Give Owl Prexy to Return In

Finale Back Spanish Prof Returns From France

Veria A. Raphael, lecturer in French at Rice, returned to the University on Friday night and established her residence at her hotel.

**FROSH REWARDS**

12 Slimes Get Awards For Grid Work

Two deserving freshmen of the football team were awarded their rewards, according to an announcement made by Coach John Nicholson. The list of nominees included All-Bowl, All-State, All-Owls, and All-American.

**CONTRACTOR SOROE; LABOR ABOUT TO WIN AGAIN**

Rice non-students are due to occupy the new Chemistry Building.

After playing host for many long days, during which time it was expected that the contractor would keep away from the new structure, the students were expecting to be able to view the top of the building by the end of the month. Friday a group of men strolled up thesteps and were relieved to find the building was completed and ready for occupancy.

Parity members are trembling.

**BE OCCUPIED THIS MONTH**

New Lecture W 12 Contain Many Labs

Rice’s new Chemistry Building will be ready for occupancy about the latter part of January. This is according to Dr. M. M. A. Cope, head of the Chemistry Department.

**STAFF WRECKED**

Writers Bust; Thresher Is Orphaned

Composing the crew of the new structure will be the following:

**BELANDE BACK**

Spanish Prof Returns From France

Veria A. Raphael, lecturer in French at Rice, returned to the University on Friday night and established her residence at her hotel.

**MORTING PORTFOLIO**

The meeting of the P.M.M. Society, scheduled for Wednesday night, was called off on account of the game.
Blinks! Sobs as Editor Tells
By Dr. Theo Baldus

Second National Bank
Main Street at Rockdale

Capital $1,000,000
Surplus $500,000

"Growing With Houston"

The General Electric Company includes many splendid depart- ments, each doing their part in the manufacture of our electrical equipment, and the readers who frequent the pages of your City magazine are and will be a continuous source of gratification to them.

The conquests of electricity on land and sea, in the air and underground, are making the impossibilities of yesterday a reality. It remains only for men to remain in the light of this day, and to build a better world in which we live.

Piercing the Great Divide

West of Denver is the Continental Divide; hemmed in behind it is an undeveloped district twice as large as Maryland. That fertile area the new Moffat Tunnel will open up.

General Electric mine locomotives are carrying out the rock, and D-E motors are driving air compressors and pumping water from underground rivers.
Track Flock To Be Gathered Soon

Coach Nicholson announced the past week's practice schedule which will be issued February 1. Varsity and freshman material alike will be expected to assure the clinic call to come.

Nicholas plans to work considerable on the back court offense. The team will be expected to learn the clinic call to come.

Rice should have a well-balanced back court this year. The visitors. In fact, as much attention will be paid the freshmen—

and in many cases more—than the varsity.

Fred Sizecell, two guards plus, is it or as present, but it is in the future.

Doubt will come off in March in time for All Out.
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306 MAIN STREET  BAN  HOUSTON,  TEXAS
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GULF COAST NATIONAL BANK

SMILES ELECTED

Grid Man and Houston Girl Honored

George Murray of Newport, Texas, was the president of the Freshman Class of 1938 at a meeting held in the Physics Amphitheatre Tuesday.

Murray explained the smiles football season the past year and has proven to be popular among his classmates. It is predicted that he has a bright future ahead of him in a var-

iety career next year.

Margie Tidwell of Houston was chosen vice-president. She graduated from Central High School last year, where she took a prominent part in school activities. She has assumed a leading position in student affairs since she has been at the Institute.

Other officers elected are: Edward Blair, Jr., of Hartford, Conn., secretary; and Walter House of Navas-


"A Great Sale"

SUTS AND OVERCOATS

You can expect substantial reductions when we announce these semi-annual events. You fellows with an eye to value should respond to the unusual offerings we are making.

Come On Today! 
Bartlestein's

1116 Main Street

How Thick is a Dollar Bill?

NOT very thick—is it? Yet by the thickness of the dollar bill they failed to bank, thousands of people have just missed success. The dollar bill is thick enough to support a man from disaster.
FORM GLEE CLUB Rice Song-Birds Will Organize Soon

Harris to be in the long run

This announcement was made Thursday by Jack A. Major, manager of the new movement for the organization. The group is to be held noon and evening of the week, with some 50 students present.

Miss McElroy and Chambers Lead Rice Glee Club

Miss Marguerite McElroy, the only Port Arthur girl now attending Rice, announced by Roy Chambers, president of the Students' Association, that Rice has an owl glee club.

Miss McElroy and Chambers lead various notes at all sorts of hours. His name to make the poem of a movement for the organization.

A Letter

Miss McElroy and Chambers Lead Rice Glee Club

Miss McElroy and Chambers Lead Rice Glee Club

The History of a Rice song is well known in the dorms. As the line you are throwing. -Lyceum.

New Rice Song

Miss McElroy and Chambers Lead Rice Glee Club

New Rice Song

New Rice Song

Rice students dance
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